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Yipirinya School: Teaching Two Ways

Around the School

From the Acting Principal
Introduction
2019 has seen many changes and staff and students should be
congratulated on the way they have adapted to, and taken on board,
these changes.
The vision for Yipirinya School is:
To provide quality education to the Indigenous families in Alice
Springs and surrounds so that they are equipped with what they need
to live positive and fulfilling lives.
How has Yipirinya School addressed this vision?
By having;
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Peter Lowson & the drummers

Be a Learner
Akaltye-Irretyeke
Kaltye-Irretyeke
Nintirrku Tjaku
Pinarrijarriya

Be Respectful
Antarnte-Arrerrtyeke
Ntarnte-Arrerrtyeke
Antani Tjukaru

dedicated and experienced teaching staff
relevant and engaging classroom teaching and programs
classroom assistants who are caring
non-teaching staff who work tirelessly to ensure Yipirinya is the
best Educational institution it can be,
by working with, and welcoming families into the school making
the school environment a pleasant one.
a School Board which ensures the school is moving forward and
on track working with us to realise our vision
a Language and Culture program that continues to develop
programs and resources.
Bus drivers who go above and beyond in their duties in safely
transporting our students and families to and from school
Kitchen staff who, always with a smile, prepare delicious and
nutritious food for students and staff
Maintenance and cleaning staff who are reliable and maintain a
clean and safe school

We are always trying to improve our practice and make Yipirinya even
better; ideas from families and community are always welcome.
To make sure our students have the best opportunity for learning,
regular attendance is extremely important, along with being ready for
the bus each morning and having enough sleep.
Thanks must also be given to Peter Lowson for his continued and tireless work with the drumming program. Not only does he take sessions at school, after hours he picks up students for performances,
feeds them and takes them home again. Peter can often be seen in
the playground at Yipirinya at break times and before school, talking
to and playing with his devoted followers.
Thanks also to Ed Gould for coming back on board to work with students on some singing for the end of the year performance. We hope
to see more of Ed in 2020.

Warra-Warra Kanyi

To the families who entrust their children to us, make sure their

Be Responsible

children are ready for school each day and work with the school to
help their child/children be the best they can be, a heartfelt thank
you. Without you realizing our vision would not be possible.

Mwerre Anetyeke
Marre Netyeke

Acting Principal : M eredith N eeson

Palya Nyinantjaku
Ngurrjurlu Nyinaya
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Around the School

From the Administration Manager
Transportation staff:
I want to thank all the Yipirinya School Bus drivers for your
dedication and commitment to providing a safe and reliable
bus service to the school.
You are sometimes the first smiling adult our pupils see each
morning and the last before they get home to their families if not on time then you do it in the best safest manner.
Our drivers drive long distances, over rough roads every
school day to get the children safely to school and back
home again. You are a wonderful example of how we want
our drivers to be. You can and do set a high standard of how
we all should attend to our duties. Keep it up and maintain
the good work you are doing.
Thank you for keeping our children safe and in school.
Maintenance staff:
A big thank you to the maintenance staff for the effort you all
put in. Keeping the school grounds neat, tidy and clean. The
school looks good and it shows that you care about your
work and the school’s environment. It also gives other staff a
good feeling, coming to work in a well looked after school.
Your work effort also offers the children a safer place to learn
and play.
Our Bus drivers are : W ade Johansen, M ark Beachley,
Mark Lockyer, Derrick Swan, Kyle Kruger and Malcolm Loy

Canteen staff:
Thanks to the canteen for catering to the numerous visitors that have come through our school. For
preparing and serving healthy and nutritious meals to our school children and to the visiting school children.
Its not easy to prepare tasty food every week that everyone likes but you are giving our pupils a very good
diet that hopefully they will continue with through life. Good solid and healthy food makes good healthy
children.
Liaison staff:
Our school’s liaison staff has worked consistently through the year with both school teachers and parents.
The effort they have put in has kept our children in school and has kept the children coming back to school.
This has improved the school’s enrolment figures and also has improved the interaction between parents
and teachers in addressing children needs. Liaison has extended their duties to helping in the front office
duties and also doing a spot of bus driving. The big influence you have on our students is the genuine
interest and care you show for the wellbeing of our students. We all appreciate that. Thank you!!!

From Left: Shirley Turner, Sherry Lowah and Darren Inkamala
Balpreet Singh and Ajay Brar
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Around the School

From the Administration Manager
Administration Staff:
A thank you to the administration staff that work hard tirelessly behind the scenes, supporting and assisting our
students and our teachers Thank you for your continued commitment to this organisation. You do so much to
keep this place going — and you do it with a smile on your faces. You are amazing! Thanks for all your effort this
year.
Cleaners:
A big thank you to our wonderful team of cleaners keeping the school spotless.
Thanks for keeping the standard of cleanliness high in our challenging environment. I don’t know what we would
do without Riquito and Goi cleaning up after the students and staff each day, they work tirelessly to ensure our
school is clean and safe for all but they also perform additional duties and so much more. Thank you for all you
do!

Riquito Mafanbane and Goi Suwanprateep
Anya Riley and Yvonne Swao

Thank you everyone!
From Liza—Administration Manager

Liza Dubois
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SECONDARY CLASS
In July our Secondary students travelled to Uluru to participate in the Outback Marathon. Tremayne Doolan won 4th
place overall in our category. Congratulations !!!

School Council Members
Cultural Advisory
Committee Members
Anmatjere

Yipirinya Staff
Acting Principal
Meredith Neeson
Administration Manager
Liza Dubois

Malcolm Heffernan

Ancillary Staff

Central Arrernte

Anya Riley

Language & Cultural Centre
Rhonda Inkamala
Central Arrernte
Jackie Silverton
Luritja
Dulcie Raggett

Leonie Palmer

Yvonne Swao

Western Arenda

Luritja

Sherry Lowah

Jennifer Inkamala

Shirley Turner

Warlpiri

Dulcie Sharpe
Pitjantjatjara
TBA
Warlpiri
TBA

Darren Inkamala

Sarah-Lee Fishook

Wade Johansen
Malcolm Loy

Transition

Western Aranda

Mark Beachley

Jill Mennie

Trudi Inkamala

Mark Lockyer

Terri Miller

Derek Swan

Year One

Kyle Kruger

Sharmon Allen

Council Members
Harold Furber—Chair
Conrad Wiseman
Dawn Ross
Arthur AhChee
Glen Sharpe
Amelia Turner
Mervin Rubuntja

Balpreet Singh
Ajay Brar

Year Two
Deborah Young

Riquito Mafanbane

Suzii Shaw

Goi Suwanprateep

Year Three
Ursula Dobbe
Lachlan Sharpe
Year Four
Meredith Neeson
Marlene Coombe
Year Five / Six
Gayl Massinah
Kylie Dowell
Secondary
Flo Bourke
Vivian Petitt
Katrina Dhu
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SECONDARY CLASS

Central Arrernte

Congratulations to our wonderful students who have successfully completed another
year of schooling.
Werte, ayenge Jackie Silverton Central Arrernte teacher.
The ampe Arrernte mape akaltyelentheme Yipirinya
Schooleke.
The itnenhe akaltyentheme Arrernte-le intelhe-iletyeke ante
read-irretyeke. Ampe mape akngeme bushele unthetyeke,
kele imerte ayeye akweke apeke intelhe-ileme, petye
mpwareme, Yanhenge anteme book akngerre mpwareme
classroom-le atnyenetyeke.
Ampe ingkirreke mwarre anthurre warrke-irreke 2019-enge.

Jackie Silverton Central Arrernte Teacher

Akaltye-Irretyeke | Antarnte-Arrerrtyeke | Mwerre Anetyeke
Be a Learner | Be Respectful | Be Responsible
6
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SECONDARY CLASS

Central Arrernte

2019 has been a really big year for the seniors this year with lots of learning and fun activities happening. As well
as the standard Numeracy and Literacy, cooking, art and music classes, students have been involved with bush
trips, workplace excursions and sporting events. We have also had lots of visitors at Yipirinya this year, from
sporting people to interstate schools.
Bush trips with the Language and Culture staff have been very important for our students to reinforce language,
knowledge of country and bush foods and medicines.
Also important were the workplace excursions we went on to see the different types of jobs on offer in Alice
Springs. The highlight being the excursion we took to the Alice Springs Airport to see how new Asphalt was laid on
the runways and all the different jobs it took to complete. Getting up close to the unused planes parked on the
other side of the runway was also awesome.
It has been a good year this year and we can’t wait
to make next year even better!
Teachers : Flo Bourk e and Vivian P etitt
Assistant Teacher : K atrina Dhu

Akaltye-Irretyeke | Antarnte-Arrerrtyeke | Mwerre Anetyeke

Be a Learner | Be Respectful | Be Responsible
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Year 5/6 (Photos)

Western Aranda

Experimenting with different structural techniques
Werte yinge neme Kumarne-nhe.
Athe ketyeye Western Aranda ntyarrenhe kaltyeletheme.
Year nhanhele ketyeye ntyarre kaltyyerreke anpernintyeipenhe, pmere ntyarrenhe lhemale aremale tnengkarre ipenhe kaltyerreke. Ketyeye ntyarrele ngkwarle yerrampeke
untheme. Itne ngkwarle yerrampe kwemeye nthurre
arrkerneke.

The basis of our classroom work is numeracy and literacy. Here students are learning how to sequence a story: first
by brainstorming ideas together, then writing down notes about those ideas and finally by working it into a story.
This was a story about a scary house, inspired by Halloween activities

.

Kumarne (Jennifer) Inkamala
Western Aranda Teacher

Here are Nasharna and Dulcie working on a story.

Kaltye-Irretyeke | Ntarnte-Arrerrtyeke | Marre Netyeke

As we say goodbye to 2019 we look forward to the special challenges for years 5 and 6 that
they will experience next year – an important learning year for all these students.

Be a Learner | Be Respectful | Be Responsible
8
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Year 5/6

Western Aranda

2019 has been a busy year for students
of years 5 and 6 at Yipirinya.
Year 6 students are about to move up
into secondary and year 5 students are
about to begin their final year of
primary. This has meant that both year
levels have been doing lots of learning
throughout the year. There have also
been a variety of fun activities including
sport: AFL clinics, volleyball with local
schools, swimming, athletics and
basketball. These sporting activities are
not only fun but part of the PE program,
ensuring all students are able to develop
new sporting skills as well as engage in
healthy exercise and learn about good
health in general.

Teacher: Gayl M assina
Assistant Teacher: K ylie Dow ell
Part of the PE program during term 3 was learning about the
internal organs of the body: how they keep us alive and how we
can keep them healthy. We talked about good diet, avoiding
substance abuse and activities to keep the organs functioning well.

Students stretching before beginning of
athletics

Students with cutouts of their body and the positions
of major organs.

Nintirrku Tjaku | Antani Tjukaru | Palya Nyinantjaku
Be a Learner | Be Respectful | Be Responsible
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Year 4

Luritja

Hi my name is Dulcee Raggett and I am the Luritja Teacher here at Yipirinya School. This year in
the Luritja Class we have been learning about Caterpillars and going on cultural excursions along
with the other language classes Central Arrernte,
Western Aranda and Walpiri.

Dulcee Raggett
Luritja Teacher

yente-

| Marre Netyeke

Irretyeke |
Arrerrtyeke

Be a Learner | Be Respectful | Be Responsible
10
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Year 4

Luritja

Year 4 have had a very busy year. During term 1 the year 4 class
joined the year 5 class but by the end of term 1 we had sent year
5 off to join Year 6.
In Maths students have been concentrating on place value but
have also learnt about multiplication, area, shapes, money,
symmetry and time.
Students have been learning to write, procedural and imaginative
texts. As well as practicing handwriting and reading, writing and
spelling high frequency words.
In Health we looked at how we can control our emotions and
responses as well as ways of keeping our bodies and minds
healthy.
The two topics covered in science were Plants and Forces.
Students learnt the names of various parts of plants and how a
seed germinates. They also learnt about gravity and how it is a
force that affects the earth.
In History the students researched life of Australian Aboriginal
people in the past and made and presented a poster on their
chosen topic.
As well as classroom activities students have spent a lot of time
learning and playing different sports and meeting new people. This year they have participated in AFL, volleyball,
athletics, swimming, dodgeball and soccer. Students have continued to
enjoy the drumming sessions with Peter Lowson.
Marlene and I have enjoyed being with the year 4 students this year. We
wish them all the best in next year and are sure they will all continue to do
their best and continue to be Respectful, Responsible Learners.
Teacher: Meredith Neeson
Assistant Teacher: Marlene Coombe

Nintirrku Tjaku | Antani Tjukaru | Palya Nyinantjaku
Be a Learner | Be Respectful | Be Responsible
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Year 3

Warlpiri Class
AJ and Bali make

Hi my name is Sarah-Lee Nungarrayi Fishook, I am the Warlpiri
Language Teacher and I love working here at Yipirinya School. So
far I really enjoyed a lot working with students and staffs.
Warlpiri students have been learning a lot and really enjoying
language games and singing in Warlpiri. Students also had good fun
going on Cultural excursions with other language groups.
Warlpiri students are really good at reconising their skin names and
they all feel proud of themselves. I think skin names for me in
Warlpiri class really helps with their behavior towards each other.
Warlpiri students have started showing respect to each other by
using their skin names who they are and where they belong. And I
myself, feel proud and happy for our Warlpiri students.
Ngulajuka!
Sarah-Lee Fishook Warlpiri Teacher

we LOVE to go swimming!
we want to learn about our language and culture and go on bush
trips.
drumming with Peter is
FUN!

we always do our best and have a TRY! We work hard in
Maths and learn about numbers! It can make your brain
think!

We LOVE coming to
Pinarrijarriya | Warra-Warra Kanyi | Ngurrjurlu Nyinaya
Be a Learner | Be Respectful | Be Responsible
12

we want to learn to read and
write by ourselves
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Yipirinya School

Year 3

Warlpiri Class

2019 has been a SUPER time. We have learnt lots of new things and had some great experiences, meeting new
people and visiting different places. Some of the Finke riders brought their bikes and buggies to school and did
wheelies and donuts around the yard. Milpa came to see us and say ”Clean Faces, Strong Eyes’ which means that
you should clean your face when it is dirty and blow your nose so that germs don’t get in your eyes and make
them sore. Healthy Harold and Paige talked to us about how bad smoking is. It makes your lungs black and can
kill you. Bec from AFL-NT came and taught us footy skills like .. kicking, handballing and scoring goals. We also
went on a shopping trip to Kmart to spend our reward money for coming to school, doing the right thing and
working hard to learn about Writing, Reading and Maths. We bought shoes, clothes, books, slime and toys. Ms
Sallie, Miss Annie, Ms Ursula and Lauchie have all worked with us at different times throughout the year.

Pinarrijarriya | Warra-Warra Kanyi | Ngurrjurlu Nyinaya
Be a Learner | Be Respectful | Be Responsible
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Transition

Year 2
Year 2

The year has flown past quickly with the children being very
busy with their learning. In Term 1 we read the story of the
Ugly Duckling’ and viewed some different versions of it on
YouTube. We talked about feelings, how the duckling felt so
sad because he was teased and about the other creatures
being unkind. We then discussed this and linked it to our
own personal experiences. Many of our day to day activities
revolved around the ‘Ugly Duckling’ theme, for example,
counting up to 10 using duckling pictures, and making
various farmyard animal or bird masks. As part of our
Science lessons, we made a diorama depicting a suitable
habitat for a duck, and the children collected some grass and
straw to make a nest for their duck. They all had fun painting
blue for the water and adding some dirt to show the
riverbank. We talked about the needs of living things and
found that they need air, food, water and shelter.
In Term 2 we looked at another fairy tale, Rapunzel.
After acting out the story by using masks, we decided to
make a slide for Rapunzel to escape from the tower
where she was imprisoned. The children all helped to
make a long slide out of many cardboard cylinders cut in
half. Lots of sticky tape was used, not all of it going in
the right places, but the children had fun. We found a
small doll that we used as Rapunzel, and she slide from
her table-top prison to the floor below.
In Term 3 we all enjoyed the adventures of a naughty
puppet called Pinocchio. Again, we used this story for
lessons about sinking or floating, and talked about items
needed to make a raft. We investigated what the term
‘waterproof’ meant, and the children were given a supply
of various items to construct a raft for Pinocchio and his
father to escape from an angry whale.

All the fun activities we do in our classroom

This Term we have been reading the book ‘Rumpelstiltskin’ and have made a drum for him to play when he sings
his songs. The children used lots of their fine motor sills, colouring, cutting out and constructing cardboard tube
puppets to represent the miller’s daughter, the king, and
Rumpelstiltskin from the story.
Because we wanted to look at some things that were used
in the old days, we went on a trip to the Old Timers
Traeger Museum. We saw quite a few old implements and
machines, and a large buggy that would have been able to
take a whole family on their travels. As a follow-up to this
outing, we looked at, and sorted pictures of old things and
their modern-day equivalents into the correct category on
a jointly constructed chart.
All the children look forward to playing outside in our
Adventure Playground. Earlier this year, thanks to the kind
donation of some trees and shrubs from Bunnings, the
children and two of the staff members from there, were
involved in planting and watering these.
Whenever possible, we incorporate food or cooking into our learning activities, for example, making lamingtons
(learning the ‘l’ sound), popcorn (the ‘p’ sound), and jelly (the ‘j’ sound). More recently we have been working on
making graphs in our Maths sessions and enjoyed tasting three different flavours of ice-cream. As a whole class,
we then made a graph to easily see that chocolate ice-cream was the favourite flavour.
It has been a great year, and as always, we will be sad to say goodbye to our little ones as they move on to their
next stage of learning.
Teacher: Jill M ennie and Assistant Teacher: Terri M iller
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Transition

Year 2
Term 1
The term started off getting to know each other and also remembering what the school rules are. We painted
pictures of ourselves stating that we will follow the school rules. In computers we learned how to use the Beebots
around mazes. This helped us with our learning of directions. We also played with the Transition kids in Bluearth
and Year 1. In Health we learnt how to be Healthy, Safe and Active by describing their own strengths and
achievements and those of others, and identify how these contribute to personal identities. Science was very
exciting as we did a lot of mixing of mixtures, just like the chefs, scientists and magicians combine materials each
day in their daily jobs.
Term 2
This term was very exciting as the class had a prac student who was learning to be a teacher. In Maths we learnt all
about 2D & 3D shapes. We made kites and played with them outside to see if they could get them to fly. The school
had a visit from riders who take part in the Finke races. One of them had a motorbike and the other was a buggy.
The students were able to look inside the buggy and ask lots of questions to each of the men.
Term 3
In History and Geography the students learnt about places they are connected with around town and the concept of
places. We read the book ‘Are We There Yet?’ and looked at where are some of the places that the characters
visited? This then opened the minds of the students to where and what places they have visited. In Literacy this
term we have been learning about how to discuss the characters and settings of different texts/story books. Also in
writing we have been learning how and when to use capital letters.
Term 4

Gardening
A raft for Pinocchiol to escape the angry

In this term it is all go. Reports go out to all the families so that means lots of assessments and tests to see how
well we have progressed over the school year. The swimming pool is opening as the weather is heating up. It is so
nice and refreshing to cool down in the water as the students have fun. The students are working hard on their
maths, writing and reading. We are also, learning in Science about Earth and Space, how we get water to our
homes and school, the idea of the flow of matter when considering how water is used.
Teacher: Deborah Y oung and Assistant Teacher :Suzzi Shaw

Gardening with Bunnings helpers who supplied plants, manure and

Making Pizzas
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Year One

Year One
In Numeracy we learnt about 2D shapes, naming, describing and using them to make pictures and patterns.

Year 1 have been very busy being Learners, one of the school’s 3B’s i.e.
Be responsible, Be respectful and Be a learner.
In Art, we explored different materials and techniques to create our fish and sea pictures.

In Health, we learnt about the expectations in different parts of the school. When learning about the rules for the
dining room we practised using our knives and forks.
In Art we created fire wrist bands and fire headdresses to wear during our fire dance performance.

We also made rule posters for the dining room.
In Numeracy we have been practising our counting through singing and acting out counting songs e.g. 5 speckled
frogs.

In Health, we explored good and not good choices.
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